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Bowls Night Mike M reports On August 27th a great night was enjoyed by 34 Rotarians & partners, at the Railway Institute Bowling Club. Organised by
the Fellowship Committee, and blessed with a dry evening,the bowls tournament provided great fellowship, fun, and cut throat competition. Eventual
winners, shown (left) receiving their prizes from our resident bowls "expert" Mike Miller, were Brian Houghton, Diane Roworth, and Shelagh Salter.
Afterwards, 10 non-playing partners joined in for a healthy and tasty feast of pie,peas & chips, followed by apple pie or gateau. Acknowledging the clamour
for a repeat event next year, Mike thanked David & Celia Impey for their help on the night.and expressed our appreciation to the volunteers at the club for
their hospitality and assistance.

Farewell and Bon Voyage to Taelor Eileen reports "A Great example of what Rotary is all about"..So said Rotarian Mary Lumley as a group of
us held a farewell bash last week for Grant Scholar Taelor Lewis who returns home to California on 30th August. It turned out almost to be an
all-female affair, as Presidents Ian were unable to join us. Taelor has been studying for a LLM in Human Rights and International Law at the
University of York; her focus has been on Women, Citizenship and Conflict. She was sponsored by RC Pleasanton North in California and her
Scholarship is a fine example of how The Rotary Foundation works to advance international understanding, goodwill and peace. Everyone in
RCoY has been impressed with Taelor’s work ethic, willingness to serve and dedication to helping refugees, especially women. She has
attended various events when study allowed and, together with her visiting family, enjoyed our Charity Walk at Terrington in April. On August
23rd, Taelor joined us for her final Rotary Lunch. We wish her all the very best as she takes the next steps in her career which we are sure will
be successful. It has been our pleasure to host Taelor.

Bill Mann Trophy Golf Day David S reports The event was held at York Golf Club (Strensall) on August 18th. The weather was fine and the
course in good condition. Bill's daughter Sheila Royce (Guest of Honour) and her husband Brian presented the Trophy and Prizes. 15 golfers
took part in the competition from York -Vikings - Ainsty. 39 attended the evening meal which was excellent. The winner was Steve Cluderay
(ainsty) with Mike Harrison (Vikings) as runner-up. The event was well attended in both the golf and evening meal with good fun and fellowship.

Visit from author Murray Naylor Graham T reports On August 16th we were treated to a delightful lunchtime chat. Murray referred to luck
and how it plays its part in our lives. In Liverpool during the war Murray formed the idea of joining the railways. A friend of his father prompted
‘not a good idea’. Next thought; join the army and see the world. Joined in 1956, commissioned in 1958 to the Scots Guards. Luck sent him to
Oman then on to Africa where he helped put down insurrections in Kenya first followed by several other ex commonwealth countries. Then a
move to India, followed by Germany and finally Northern Ireland.
On retirement, Murray has fulfilled a lifetime ambition to write books, mainly autobiographical.

Rotarian explains life of crime.. On August 9th our speaker was "new" member Stuart Cranidge. Stuart graduated in law at Liverpool
University in 1968 and there followed 35 years of a life of crime. Most of his time as a solicitor was spent in the police station seeing clients,
attending police interviews or in the magistrates court representing them. Stuart has always loved sport and played football, badminton, tennis,
squash and rugby to an acceptable standard. A highlight was running the London Marathon in 2005 and raising £9,500 for the NSPCC. In
addition, he was on the founding committee of the North Lincs Association of Governing Bodies and served as a school governor for 25 years,
including nine as as chairman. We welcome Stuart to Rotary!

Westward Hovingham! A small but energetic group (six of us plus WInnie!) for the August walk which was lad by Dave Thompson, a 7-miler
starting from Hovingham, taking a circular route to the west via Cawton then south via Coulton. The real purpose of the walk became clear as
we arrived back at the Hovington Inn for lunch. This has recently re-opened after a seven-month £500,000 makeover - in partnership with local
property developers Martyn and Mary Greenwood and the coffee company Dancing Goat Coffee - under the new ownership of Richard and
Lindsey Johns. And very nice it was too!

More Trees TLC! A further session of clearing tending the ground around the Rotary Family Tree Partnership tree saplings took place on
August 6th at the Haxby Road site. York Cares arranged for teams from St Johns University staff, and Nestle Human Resources staff, to do
the work. The volunteers were supervised on site by Rotarian John Lacy, under the watchful eye of Derek Utley from the Woodland Trust, who
has been involved in this project from the very beginning. Many thanks to the volunteers who helped in the essential maintenance of this site.
More information about the programme can be found here - there are now around 800 families involved as trees are planted in the name of
their babies born in 2018-2019.

Precision bagging! It was an early start on August 4th as seventeen members, partners and “Friends of York Rotary” all reported for duty at
the Knavesmire. The briefing was at 7.30am! This is the fourth year running we've been providing the Baggage Store service for the York 10K,
where those of the 7000 runners who had bags with them deposited them for safe keeping, in one of the two trailers that we were managing,
then collected them after the race. With immaculate organisation and discipline the team managed to get all the bags returned with no “waiting
time” for the runners as they came exhausted looking for their belongings. It was a beautiful sunny morning and the atmosphere at the
Knavesmire was very upbeat. It was good to be helping the community in this way and promoting Rotary at the same time! Thank you all who
came and helped.
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A sizzling occasion... A record turnout of 83 members, partners and friends enjoyed the annual Club Barbeque at Sutton-Upon-Derwent on
August 3rd, in sizzling temperatures and perfect sunshine. Peter Fox had the organisation (now a fine art) perfect as usual, and Graham T
and David W did a fine job sizzling the sausages, chicken and steaks. The salads and desserts were also first class - many thanks to all who
helped prepare these and to helpers from the Village Hall. John's quiz was as mind-stretching as ever, and competition was also "hot" at
David's "golf umbrella pitching" competition. A great event of fellowship much enjoyed by all. Thank you Peter, the Fellowship team, and all who
contributed.

" You say goodbye.. and I say hello..."
Our meeting on August 2nd was a one of mixed emotions. We said a sad goodbye to the talented Novotel chef Veejay, who has become well
known to us over the 5 years we have been coming to the Novotel for lunches. Aside from creating really wonderful food, he is gentle, caring
and lovely person who will be missed! President Ian wished him well, and presented a gift cheque donated by members. We wish him and his
wife well as he starts his new post as Executive Chef at the Hilton Hotel in Cambridge. Bon voyage..

This was followed by one of newest members giving us a talk about his background and experiences. Steve Wilkinson's career has been in the
butchery business, and he built up a chain of shops first in Knaresborough, then across Yorkshite with Ilkley as the "flagship store. His
experiences in growing his business and surviving the multiple challenges of Mad Cow Disease scares (1988), and Foot & Mouth outbreak in
2001, amongst others, were a fascinating story. His approach was to make his shops more personal, use local suppliers, and build trust in his
customers to secure loyalty in the face of ferocious competition from supermarkets. Retiring 7 years ago, he is now enjoying the slightly less
competitive environment of Rotary!!
Welcome, Steve!

Helping My Sight relocation My SightYork (previously known as York Blind and Partially Sighted Society) have just moved from their
premises in Rougier Street to new accomodation in Merchantgate. They asked for Rotary's help in disassembling, and then re-assembling
some fo their office furniture, cabinets, wall notice boards and so on. Armed with power tools and hammers (!) a team of five members, led by
Brian Houghton, responded. It was a good opportunity for some Community Service in action, and was greatly appreciated by MySight CEO
Karen Froggett (who is a member of Friends of York Rotary). Thanks to all who helped.

Missing from photo: Tom Jackson
and Frank Paterson

Supporting Witnesses Our speaker on July 19th was Ian Riley. Ian is the Outreach Team Leader for The Witness Service in North
Yorkshire. He has previously worked in TV and live events for many years, before selling his part in the business and retiring in 2017. He took
us through the help and support that they give to witnesses, before, during, and after a trial. He spoke of the trauma that could be involved in
going to court and re-living a situation that may have been very traumatic at the time. If you are summoned to appear before a court then you
have no option but to appear. However the Witness programme means that they will be met by their volunteers, either at home, or in a
community centre beforehand, so that they talk them through the Court process. In court they can make arrangements for vulnerable witnesses
to give their evidence behind a screen, so that they do not have to face the defendant. These can include children under14, sexual assault
victims, victims of domestic violence and anyone who has been violated in any way. He finished by appealing for more volunteers to come and
help them. He said that they need amazing volunteers to help them do the most rewarding thing that they have ever done. All volunteers are
trained, supported and helped to come into the role gradually. They have to be willing to commit to a minimum of 12 months service, and
available to volunteer for 2 days a month.
(Click photos to enlarge)

July walk Janet reports... On July 18th thirteen Rotarians and partners along with Oreo the dog met in the Swinsty Moor Car Park for a gentle
and mainly flat walk around two of the Washburn Valley reservoirs, namely Fewston and Swinsty. The route, thanks to the efforts of Yorkshire
Water, follows the clearly defined path around both reservoirs. The weather was kind in that the threatening clouds passed around us with only
a few spots of rain, and these fell whilst we were in the shelter of woodland. The scenery was beautiful and there were wild flowers in
abundance. It must have been a measure of the ease of the route which meant that walkers could enjoy chatting and camaraderie throughout
the walk. Towards the end of the walk we passed Swinsty Hall, home of England Manager Gareth Southgate. We understand he is in the
process of trying to sell it but stunning as it was, none of those present felt the urge to put in an offer. Lunch was at The Hopper Lane pub on
the A59. We enjoyed a tasty fayre served by the extremely friendly owners. Coincidently it was Phil’s birthday so of course we sang Happy
Birthday to him!

(Click photos to enlarge)

Dragon Boat success Our flagship fundraising event, the Dragon Boat Challenge, took place on July 14th on the River Ouse. With a
beautiful sunny day and an electric and fun atmosphere amongst those taking part, it was greatly enjoyed by all, and attracted a large crowd of
spectators as well as 20 charity stalls on the North Bank, and 36 teams of competitors. Thanks go to the many members who helped make it all
happen, together with Friends of York Rotary, Inner Wheel members, partners and the Bishopthorpe crew (friends of Diana Naish, also helping
in her very busy Rotary Tent cafe all day); not forgetting Hon member Elly Fiorentini who maintained the fabulous commentary throught the day.
The event was won by the crew from RAF Linton 72 Squadron, narrowly beating the H Todd/Ged Bell team in a classic and exciting finish. The
Club benefitted from a lot of publicity including The Press, BBC Radio York, and veritable storm of social media postings on Twitter throughout
the day. Truly Rotary in the Community! Lots of photos and full results can be seen on our Dragon Boat web page here

(Click photos to enlarge)

Kids' Triathlon Marshalling Mike Hay reports.. On July 13th six members and partners were stewards at the inaugural York Kids’ Triathlon
at the Sports Village. The commitment and determination of the youngsters, some as young as 5, was a joy to behold! We have been promised
a donation to our Charity Fund, still to be negotiated. We renewed our acquaintance with the organiser, Keith Hancock, who has made
strenuous efforts to rearrange the date of the full Triathlon in 2020, so that the clash with Dragon Boats can be avoided and we are once again
able to assist (which should be worth a substantial donation to the Charity Fund, as in the past). The still provisional, but very likely, date is
Sunday 9 August, with the Kids’ event the previous day. They really do want us back. All the Triathlon team were most welcoming and very
appreciative of our support. It was a fun afternoon!
(Click photo to enlarge)

Safer Travel Our speaker on July 5th was Richard Stuttle, from Caroline's Rainbow Foundation. His sister Caroline Stuttle lost her life at the
age of only 19 whilst back packing in Australia in 2002. Since then the family have created a charity to help other traveller’s by informing them,
via an App, of the potential dangers that all of us could face whether students , families or seniors when away from home. In 2002 Caroline’s
Rainbow Foundation (CRF ) was formed and fund raising began and research undertaken to create website and App to provide a reference
point for all to assess the possible dangers of accidents, thefts or other forms of intimidation that can and do occur when one is relaxed and not
necessarily as vigilant as one could be when away from home. Richard leads this foundation as Caroline’s elder brother and having travelled
extensively around the world. He is currently writing a book describing both the foundation and the Travel App and how it can be of help to all
who venture away on holidays or business trips.

(Click photos to enlarge)

Get the App! There is a wealth of information to advise
travellers - ourselves, our families and especially young
people - on Richard's website for Caroline's Rainbow
Foundation (CRF) Click here for the website, where there
are further links to download the App (for either iOS/Mac or
Android devices)

Passing the baton.. On June 28th it was "handover day" and outgoing President Ian Helby passed the presidential baton over to 2019-20
President Ian Tarbet, who spoke to the Club about his ambitions for us to honour the history and depth of experience in the Club whilst seeking
further to maintain Rotary's relevance in today's culture, and broaden our appeal in order to sustain membership for future years.

(Click photos to enlarge)

Friendship Cup On June 28th we welcomed back Geoff Brown, after some weeks of absence, and his wife Edna. They presented the Club,
and Inner Wheel, with a magnificant new trophy, and antique silver cup which will be shared between the two Clubs as a continuing symbol of
friendship. The Club is extremely grateful to Geoff and Edna for their outstanding generosity in donating this wonderful gift.

(Click photos to enlarge)

Useful links

Welcome to Roger Also at the June
28th meeting we welcomed Roger Sutton
into membership of our Club. He is
transferring from the Rotary Club of
Pocklington, and is already very well
known to many members from his
connections with us in previous years,
and also through his wife Molly who was
President of York Inner Wheel in 2018-19.

Please send any omissions, errors or suggestions to the Webmaster
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Aug 31, 2019

St Leonard's Hospice Update

Janet reports... On August 30th our speaker was Emma Johnson, Chief Executive of St Leonard’s
Hospice. Emma was born and grew up in York and her career progressed from Staﬀ Nurse, Sister
and Matron to Directorate Manager. In 2012 she was appointed Director of Clinical Services at St
Leonard’s Hospice. She was made Chief Executive in February 2019.
Emma’s presentation explained the strategic vision for the next 3 to 5 years, focussed on 4 key
areas – Patients, Partnerships, People and Pounds (income and ﬁnances). This means increasing
bed numbers (currently 20), developing community services further, increasing access to the day
services in the Hospice Sunﬂower Centre, and working collaboratively with partners.

Emma pointed out that recruitment in
healthcare is tough and the need would be to
respond to the changing demands of
generations, particularly in respect of
volunteering. No longer would people take
on a volunteer role for 10, 20, 30 years.
The Hospice is in a stable position but faces a
deﬁcit budget in the coming year. But thanks
to careful housekeeping over the years and
more especially the support of the
community, especially through events such
as the Dragon Boat Event, it was possible to
plan for a future best suited to the
population. (St Leonard’s was the Rotary
Nominated Charity for our July 2019 Dragon Boat Challenge)
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Sep 7, 2019

Mind your Mates

David W reports... Our speakers on September 6th were Holly Bilton and Laura Grove from York
Mind, explaining their new programme "Mind Your Mates", launching this month. The aim of the
campaign is to raise awareness of how to help people we think may be experiencing Mental Health
Issues. Many of us may not identify that friends, people we know or work colleagues are having
diﬃculties and if we do, we do not know how to help.

Laura spoke passionately about this
campaign, from her personal experience. She
hopes to generate assistance and support
which was not available to her early when it
was ﬁrst needed. It is a well-known that the
earlier Mental ill-health can be identiﬁed and
treated, the better. How Can We Help? Sign
up to the MindYourMates Campaign.
There is no cost and each week until 10th October you will receive an information pack via E-mail,
containing top tips, case studies and practical guides for how to help someone else. Or share the
information on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
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Sep 12, 2019

Through Rain or Shine

We were out in force again (and with impactful Rotary branding) at St Crux on September 11th;
running the ladies accessories and home produce stalls, "high Quality" goods, books and bric-abrac, and of course the immaculately-run Cafe staﬀed by the Rotary crew in eye-catching matching
Rotary outﬁts!

It was a successful day (c.£1200 raised for
local charities) despite the mixed weather,
with heavy rain til mid-morning, but then a
warm sunny day.... making fundraising a fun
and pleasant experience for all!
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Sep 14, 2019

Make your Play-list

Our speaker on September 13th was Elizabeth Brewer, about Playlist for Life, a charity was
founded by Sally Magnusson after the death of her mother, Mamie, who suﬀered from dementia.
Sally found that if her mother listened to certain music, it improved her mood.

The charity is now established to help people
to make the playlists and use them to best
advantage. The music needs to be
associated with speciﬁc happy memories in
order to create a ﬂashback to a happy event
and evoke feelings of well-being. With much
audience participation ("Which song brings
back specially poignant memories for you?")
she held everyone's attention and her talk
was much appreciated by all.

Also at our meeting was "Friend of York
Rotary" guest Leah Bull, from Altzheimer's
Society, who had a special interest in
Elizabeth's subject and is pictured chatting
with her afterwards
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Sep 17, 2019

"Friends" raise money for Shelterbox

Our "Friends of York Rotary" group held a Barbeque event on Sunday September 15th at the
Novotel, in aid of international disaster aid charity Shelterbox 25 attended and enjoyed a fabulous
spread (thank to Julie!), the social chat - and a ﬁendish quiz - as well as examining the Shelterbox
contents and family tent that was erected on the Novotel terrace. A total of £130 was raised for the
Rotary-associated charity that does such amazing work in devastated areas all over the world most recently in the Bahamas.
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Oct 5, 2019

National Grid Looking Green

On October 4th Steve Knight-Gregson, from National Grid, was our ﬁrst speaker in the "Climate
Change" themed series of October talks. National Grid own and operate the high-voltage electricity
transmission system in England and Wales. That includes around 7,200 kilometres of overhead line,
about 650 kilometres of underground cable and 342 substations
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They have a duty to make sure gas and electricity is transported safely and eﬃciently from where
it’s produced to where it’s consumed. They ensure that supply and demand are balanced in realtime and facilitate the connections to the UK transmission system and link to continental sources.
The UK Government’s Clean Growth Strategy is focused on growing national income while cutting
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The 25 Year Plan also sets out the UK’s longterm approach to protecting and enhancing
the natural environment, particularly through
using and managing land sustainably.
National Grid helps the move to a lowcarbon network by supporting connections of
all fuel types and technologies.

The key is to operate the system to take
advantage when the sun shines and wind
blows to reduce the consumption of fossil
fuels for energy. The plan is working well and
in the last three months the demand for
electricity was met without using coal. By
2025 all electricity will be produced from
sustainable sources
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Oct 6, 2019

Progress on Sundial Restoration

Our “Gift to the City”, part of our upcoming Centenary celebrations in 2020/21, is the funding of
conservation and restoration work on the historic 1730 Sundial on College Green, in front of the
Minster. The work on this Grade II listed monument is being managed by York Civic Trust.

Work has started on this project, and conservationist Dr Alaina Schmisseur, an archaeological
conservator working with Rook Heritage Consulting, is pictured doing some cleaning and ﬁne
conservation work on the main body of the sundial.
She informs us that the conservation work is nearly complete, and in addition the Gnomons have
all been repaired and re-ﬁtted. But there is more to do yet in re-laying the surrounding pavings,
and stonemason work on restoring the ball ﬁnial (at the top) which will all take several more
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months.
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The project should be completed well before
the oﬃcial unveiling during our centenary
year, when there will also be a plaque
installed describing the work, and York
Rotary’s part in making it happen.
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Oct 10, 2019

Dragon Boat 2019 presentations

In the distinguished surroundings of the Mansion House in York, the prizes and awards from July's
York Rotary Dragon Boat Challenge event were presented by the Substitute Sheriﬀ of York, Dafydd
Williams, who thanked the Club for running this event for over 15 years and raising £1.2m for local
charities.
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The 2020 Rotary Nominated charities were also announced - these being The Hut and SASH York.
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Oct 12, 2019

Climate Change and York

For the second of its series of ‘Climate Change’ talks, we heard on October 11th from Neil Ferris,
Corporate Director of Economy and Place for the City of York Council. As the Council’s lead on the
issue of climate change, he was well placed to explain the Council’s approach, ie the ‘local’
perspective.
As one of the 78 UK councils which had declared a climate emergency, the City Council had set an
ambitious target to become net carbon neutral by 2030. Neil explained the reason for setting that
target and the whole range of actions which the City Council was taking in respect of its own
activities, including energy savings and reductions in emissions. He welcomed the sea-change over
the last nine months in the public’s acceptance of the need for action and explained the way the
Council were seeking to build on that, so that York’s residents become similarly engaged in respect
of their own actions and spheres of inﬂuence. He asked Members to recognise that ‘York’ was a
global brand and that the City’s approach could have an impact on the international scene, as an
example of what can be done at a local level. Overall, Neil provided a stimulating and thought
provoking message.
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Oct 13, 2019

Support for Brunswick

Also on October 11th we were pleased to
present a cheque for £2000 (50% of which
being support from a Rotary District Grant) to
Brunswick Nursery, a local charity providing
supported work for people with learning
diﬃculties, to help them with improved
signage for their premises
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Oct 19, 2019

Climate Change and the Oceans

In the third of the talks on climate change, on October 18th Professor Callum Roberts pulled no
punches about the way human life is aﬀecting the oceans and the impact they are having on
climate change.
A biology graduate from the University of York in 1986, who after working elsewhere, returned to
the University in 1995 to teach and carry out research into marine conservation biology, for which
he is now an internationally recognised expert.

He put the problem into perspective with a
starting series of facts, including the fact that,
if you factor in depth, 97% of the earth’s living
space is ocean; and the oceans have
absorbed 93% of the heat building up from
greenhouse gas emissions – without the
oceans, global atmospheric temperatures
would have risen by 36˚C.

We can no longer keep taking what we like from the oceans and dumping back everything we don’t
want, and we need to head for a carbon neutral economy – fast.
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Oct 19, 2019

WEST TANFIELD

Eileen reports..On October 17th, Nigel Naish led a most enjoyable monthly walk based at the Bull
Inn, West Tanﬁeld.
The facts are :
Weather superb. After day of rain, we had calm, sunny and warm weather. Evidence of recent rains
was all around us; rivers were fast moving and bubbling, some standing water in adjacent ﬁelds.
Sunshine throughout the walk. Little mud on pathways, thank goodness! Ten of us in the group.
Three dogs accompanied the party. All enjoyed the company and the 6-mile walk though ﬁelds and
woodlands with autumnal colours contributing to lovely views. No falls or trips. Fields contained a
wide variety of crops and animals, all contributing to the beautiful North Yorkshire landscape.
Interesting to investigate and climb the spiral stairs of the Marmion Tower - just to the left of the
church. Excellent and very welcome sustenance at the Bull Inn. Little mud on pathways, thank
goodness! Do join our next walk on Thursday 21st November.
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Oct 21, 2019

Rotary Baggage

Continuing the tradition of several years now, we supplied volunteers to run the Baggage Store at
the Yorkshire Marathon event on October 20th This year 21 members, partners and "Friends of
York Rotary" turned out on a cold day, some at 7am!

Initially everything went well and we took in runners' personal bags as they prepared for their
marathon run, until the usual rush 10 minutes before the start! We were suddenly overwhelmed
with bags and spent the next two hours sorting them, not helped by the inadequate storage space
allocated for the job!
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The afternoon shift duly ploughed through
the morasse and did manage to get everyone
re-united with their belongings in spite of the
Diary

diﬃculties. We are sending feedback to the
Centenary
Virtual Dragon Boat
organisers,
but itwasan
enjoyable day (for Friends
most) and we did earn a donation of £300
towards our Charity Fund.
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In addition, we put Rotary on the map once
again in an exciting and busy local
community event.

Many thanks to all who helped on the day
(and to Molly Sutton for some of the photos).
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Oct 26, 2019

Visit from the District Governor
On October 25th, our guest speaker was the
District Governor, Manoj Joshi. The DG was
accompanied by his wife Bhavna. He talked
very honestly and passionately about his 30+
years in the Rotary movement after escaping
from Uganda as a refugee and settling in the
UK.
He emphasised that the vast majority of
Rotary clubs have declined in membership
over many years and at the same time the
age proﬁle has continued to increase which is
why his recent very successful District
conference was themed “Think Diﬀerently Think Change.”

He praised what our Club has been doing
and continues to do to attract new members,
to be more inclusive, more ﬂexible and more
informal. In particular he mentioned our
Friends of York Rotary initiative.

A very thought provoking, relevant and
timely talk
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Oct 26, 2019

Golf Awards
At our October 25th meeting President Ian
presented the winners of the summer golf
tournaments - David Impey (Shouksmith
Trophy) and Steve Burton (winner of the
Thomson Plate); and a presentation was
made to David Sweeney who has been
organising York Rotary Clubs' golﬁng events
for the past 9 years.

David Impey commented: "It was, as ever, a real pleasure to receive the Shouksmith trophy having this
year won the ﬁnal against Keith Hayton, revenging my loss to him in the previous year's ﬁnal. The event
also gave me the opportunity to formally thank David Sweeney for his work as golf organiser for the Club
for the last nine years and to present him with a gift from the Club golfers."
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Nov 2, 2019

Losing Track

Frank reports.. John Nelson was our speaker on November 1st. He joined British Rail as a graduate
management trainee in 1970. He spent the last 5 years of the public sector railway as Managing
Director of Network South East one of the ﬁve Business Sectors , with 35,000 employees, which in
1991 replaced the previous ﬁve geographical regions. He outlined a brief synopsis of his recently
published book, Losing Track, about the organisation of Railways from Dr Beeching in 1962 to the
present day. He instanced that the current review was the 31st commissioned by government
since 1990 - each one triggered politically by some incident or perceived deﬁciency.

His conclusion was the adverse eﬀect of
political dogma overruling objective
professional advice.

His strong recommendation was that all
railway assets and activities, essential to
optimise performance in its various
dimensions, should be put into entities that
direct, control and manage all the constituent
parts. Devolution with accountability would
be his hope for the future.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Nov 8, 2019

Telling Stories

On November 7th, the Friends of York Rotary group held a networking/social evening at Dower
House, attended by around 20 Friends and members. Following up on an earlier (February) session
on the Use of Social Media, this evening was again led by FoYR member Kirsty Halliday, and also
Kelly Langford, both from Accessible Arts and Media in York.

The discussions centred on the use of visual
story-telling, using video or photographs,
sometimes a series of messages, as a more
personal means of getting your message, or
information, across on social media
platforms - especially Instagram and
Facebook.

There was lively discussion and lots of
interchange of ideas.
This is the fourth such networking session
held for Friends, and further ones are
planned for 2020.
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Nov 9, 2019

Remote Map Action
On November 8th, our speakers came to us
through a web-link from "darn sarth"
Through Secretary Mike's skill and advance
preparations we experienced the ﬁrst ever
remote presentation to the Club. Nigel Press
and Jonny Douch spoke to us over the
internet from MapAction's oﬃces in Kent.
Their Chairman Nigel opened the talk giving a
brief overview of the organisation and its
activities, which are focussed on ensuring
that disaster aid spend is correctly targeted
and eﬃciently used wherever the needs are greatest. This is done by providing bespoke up to the
minute mapping services free of charge to all humanitarian agencies responding to a crisis.

Since the charity's formation in 2002, it has
responded to over 100 disasters and
emergencies. Operations Director Jonny who
gave us a step by step guide as to what they
actually do when tasked to a crisis using this
year's hurricane in Mozambique as an
example. During March and April this year
Mozambique was faced with the two
strongest tropical cyclones ever to hit East
Africa and the consequential outbreaks of
malaria and cholera aﬀected over 30,000 of
the population. Arriving on site, usually
within 48 hours of a disaster, the MapAction’s
team of mixed volunteers and staﬀ are faced
with situations of utter chaos and their job is
to make order out of this chaos by providing
accurate geographic intelligence.

A fascinating insight into real-time emergency
response and its invaluable contribution to
disaster recovery.
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Nov 10, 2019

Theatre Visit - "Hairspray"
Updated: Jun 16

Keith reports...On November 9th, the Community Service committee organised the now annual visit
to the Joseph Rowntree Theatre to see the matinee performance put on by the Youth of the
Amateur Operatic Society.This year the production was the musical ‘Hairspray’ and again the
youngsters performed with their inevitable ebullience and enthusiasm. Our guests, as usual, came
from either a care home or were people on their own with limited capacity for getting out.

All seemed to enjoy the afternoon and I
suspect, like some of us, they just enjoyed the
energy and delight experienced by the
performers. It was heart-warming to see so
much talent and eﬀort in the young cast. Our
thanks to those club members and their
wives and partners who gave up their
afternoon to help transport our guests.

A rewarding experience in many ways and
particularly because of the evident
enjoyment and appreciation shown by our
guests themselves.
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Nov 13, 2019

Asian Fusion Fundraising Dinner
Updated: Jun 16

75 members, partners and friends gathered at the Novotel on November 12th for an evening of
Asian food and entertainment organised by York Rotary's Fundraising team. Whilst enjoying the
delicious range of nine dishes - mostly of Chinese and Thai derivation - a Table Quiz of questions
relating to Asia challenged the grey cells, and a slide show of Asian sights, people and events was a
visual feast.

Then the highlight of the evening was a
performance of both traditional and modern
Chinese music and dance, from Yǎ yuè fang
(Elegant Music Group), 10 students from the
University of York, organised and introduced
by Ling Ding, International Liaison Oﬃcer at
the Dept of Music.
It was a wonderful and professional
performance.
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Finally, raﬄe prizes - all of Asian origin - were
drawn and Diana Naish announced that the
evening had raised over £2400 for our
Charity Fund.

A special thanks to Yǎ yuè fang - and to the Novotel for their generosity in providing the meal for
us. A great night!
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Nov 14, 2019

Rotarians visit Hermanus Club projects in South
Africa

Frank reports.. Six of us from York Rotary have just visited South Africa and spent a day with
Rotarians from the Hermanus Rotary Club who are seeking our support for a global grant project.
The photos are of a partnership project with a South African charity Pebbles. The club restored an
old farm building which is now used as an early learning centre for over 60 children between the
ages of one and ﬁve.

They are picked up daily in the Pebbles bus
from farms over a wide catchment area and
this allows both parents to work in the
vineyards. It is a very worthwhile project with
dedicated care assistants who spoke
excellent English but teach the children in
Afrikaans.Very impressed by the loving care
shown . the disciplined children, and the
good facilities.!

The Hermanus Club also gave the York visitors an excellent day out in the Wine Valley visiting two
the major projects undertaken by Hermanus RC and enjoying a superb lunch
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Nov 16, 2019

Rotary in the Community
Over the year, York Rotary has raised, through our annual Dragon Boat Challenge, plus numerous
other fundraising events, a total of over £100,000 for various charities. This includes about £9500
that is distributed by our Community Services team to smaller charities in York, and on November
15th eight representatives came to the Novotel to receive their cheques.
Those assisted this year include:

Brunswick Nursery
Minds in Motion
Special Olympics
ATC (Burtonstone Lane)
Theatre Royal (Little Feet)
Age UK (York)
Door 84
MySight York
Shopmobility
Dream Holidays

York Carers
Wilberforce Trust (Easter visit)
Salvation Army Xmas Appeal

During January there will be talks from four
of the receiving charities at our lunch
meetings to give all members a picture of
some of the work their funds are supporting.
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Nov 18, 2019

Helping refugees through "Hope and Aid"

On November 15th, one of our members,
Diane Roworth, reported on her very recent
9-day Humanitarian Aid trip with Hope and
Aid Direct. They were delivering aid to NGOs
supporting thousands of refuges living on the
islands of Lesvos, Chios and Samos. Last
year, York Rotary donated £1,130 to Hope
and Aid Direct. In 2019 over 50,000 refugees
reached Greece, around 42,000 arriving by
sea in rubber dinghies having set sail from
Turkey. The majority come from Syria and
Afghanistan, but also from Libya, Iran, Iraq,
Pakistan, Morocco, Palestine and many other
countries. Around half are women and
children. There are roughly 14,000 refugees
on Lesvos, 6,000 on Chios and 6,000 on
Samos. While the politicians argue,
volunteers from all over the world get on
with caring for their fellow human beings. Hope and Aid Direct supports those voluntary
organisations who have direct contact with the refugees, by taking them the basic essentials of
human life – clothes, food, shelter, blankets, toiletries – nothing luxurious, just basic essentials.
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Nov 22, 2019

November Walk

Graham T reports.. Our walk was on November 21st, What a lot of rain there had been. On the ﬁrst
recce The Derwent was only just in ﬂood and hopes were high for our walk near to Kirkham Priory.
Two recces later, the last in glorious sunshine the day before, it was obvious that although we were
enjoying dry weather the Derwent was still rising.

Eleven walkers took to higher ground and enjoyed a stroll across ﬁelds and forest tracks. After a
couple of miles we headed down hill towards Firby. Excellent conditions through the ﬁeld and down
a leafy track between hedgerows.
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of he village.
We concluded that the village, originating
from Roman times, had probably moved in
medieval times due to the plague (checking
past records this still remains conjecture).

We all agreed that it had been an enjoyable
5.5 miles and then enjoyed our lunch at the
Blacksmiths Arms in Westow.
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Nov 22, 2019

Update on our Sundial project

Steve B reports...Our meeting on November 22nd had the added bonus of a presentation by Aliana
Schmisseur, the conservationist who has recently eﬀected the splendid refurbishment of the Sun
Dial on College Green, our 'Gift' to the City to mark our Centenary Year 2020-21.

Representing one of only 220 Schmisseurs
worldwide, a US citizen who has settled in
York, set up her own Conservation business
and is about to take British citizenship. She
described the history of the Sundial from the
1750s, but would love to know where it was
between 1934, when given to the Minster by
it's Friends, and its installation on College
Green in mid-ﬁfties.

Her restoration involved gentle washing and scrubbing on the eroded decayed areas, coping with
the ravages of weed killer, graﬃti and dogs oﬀerings, described in great scientiﬁc terms, which
basically removed the 'green stuﬀ'.

Our gift looks great - members are encouraged to take a look - the ﬁnal touch to be the installation
of a big stone ball ﬁnial shortly.
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Nov 22, 2019

Winter TLC for Rotary Trees

Frank reports... A team of volunteers from Nestle IT department, co-ordinated by York Cares, applied
some tender loving care to some of the 1240 rotary family trees at the Haxby Road site on
November 21st. Pleased to report that they all seem to be ﬂourishing and in good health. We had
to replace a few bamboo canes but otherwise they seem to be in good shape for the winter
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Nov 26, 2019

Mary elected a VP
During the "Special General Meeting" of York Rotary on November 22nd Mary Lumley was elected
as Vice-President-Elect - meaning she will take over as President in July 2022. (not long to wait then,
Mary!) Mary will be the second female president of York Rotary, following in Eileen's footsteps
(see story above) and members were delighted she has agreed to stand for this position. We wish
her well.
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Nov 30, 2019

A Visit to Chicago!

On November 30th a group of 30 members partners and friends travelled out to Queen
Ethelburga's Collegiate for a fundraising dinner and show arranged by the Rotary Club of
Knaresborough. The excellent dinner, in a huge marquee, book-ended the school's drama
department's production of "Chicago", a brave choice given its very adult theme! The performance
in the King's Theatre was excellent, as was the whole evening.

Funds were raised for Knaresborough's
charities and for thePPR Foundation(brain
tumour research) which is approaching its
£1m fundraising target. An extra bonus was
the fact that the three York Rotary tables
managed to claim three of the raﬄe draw
prizes, including the ﬁrst and second prizes!
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Dec 1, 2019

Eileen awarded a PHF

During the President's Lunch, a special presentation was made, by President Ian, of a Paul Harris
Fellowshipto Eileen Davis. This recognises Eileen's outstanding 20 years of service to Rotary and
our community, and in particular her many contributions to York Rotary over the past eight years,
including serving as President three years ago, and encouraging change in our public image,
external marketing, support of Foundation, and work with both community service and youth
teams. There was was warm applause for the recognition of Eileen's unique contributions to our
Club.
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Dec 1, 2019

President's Lunch full of Sunshine

On November 29th over 100 members, partners and guests sat down at the Dante Suite at York
Racecourse, bathed is beautiful sunshine overlooking the racegrounds, to enjoy a celebration of
York Rotary and in particular the support received by members' partners during the past year.

After a sumptious lunch of Lamb Rump and
Shoulder, followed by fruit crumble and
custard, we heard from our speaker Judith
McNichol, Director of the National Railway
Museum, who explained ﬁrst her
background, following a career in engineering
from a very early age, then progressing to
managing the exciting future that awaits the
NRM as it takes advantage of the new York Central development to expand and add new features,
especially interactive areas for children and a focus on the future of travel, rather than just its past.
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Dec 5, 2019

Sock it to them at Christmas
Led by John and Linda Lacy, York Rotary members, family and friends have once again donated
large quantities of socks for CARECENT at the Central Methodist Church, St Saviourgate, York. Last
year Nicky Gladstone spoke to us explaining that Carecent is a breakfast centre for the homeless,
unemployed or otherwise excluded members of our community. At this time of year just putting on
a clean , dry pair of socks, having a hot breakfast and access to warm water is so comforting.
President Ian is pictured with the collection - more than 250 pairs! A great result.. many thanks to
Linda and John for their eﬀorts.
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Dec 7, 2019

The Power of RYLA

When James Kilham and Sam Deal visited us on December 6th and spoke about their experiences
on RYLA (Rotary Youth Leadership Awards) we heard a powerful endorsement of how this
programme changes the lives of young people and gives them conﬁdence, social skills, and such a
positive outlook.

No more so than James explaining how it led
to his putting himself forward (successfully)
to be Head of School at Woldgate School
Pocklington.

Their conﬁdence and skills are evident when
they are interviewed by Mike Fieldsend in the
short video clip ..
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Dec 10, 2019

Turkey Trot?

Steve reports...The 2019 ‘Turkey Trot’ on December 9th would have been better named the ‘Turkey
Slither’. 12 intrepid golfers with various levels of punctuality and golﬁng skill took to a water sodden
York Golf Club for the annual 9 Hole Stableford competition – 2 even managed to slide, less than
graciously into the ditch, to the side of the 6th – on top of each other! After a long wait for the
stragglers our Turkey lunch was served to the 12 players plus 4 non players. After lunch the
‘particular’ or ‘peculiar’ draw for partners took place, with the ‘low’ handicappers cards been drawn
with a high ‘handicappers’ and their accumulated scores to count. WInners were Roger Sutton and
David Impey; runners up Ray Smith & Steve Burton. David Impey thanked David Sweeney for all his
hard work in keeping the Golf Section in action over the years and wishing incoming Organiser
Stuart Cranidge every success in the future.
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Dec 11, 2019

Young Chefs
Christine reports..

It’s that time of year again and Fulford School were taking part in “The Rotary Young Chef
Competition 2019”. All youngsters ranging from 11 years old to 14 years old were taking part
thanks to their Food Technology teacher Sarah Urmston. Their task was to prepare a healthy, 2
course meal in 2 hours for £15. I was also very lucky to have 2 prestigious judges, Elaine Lemm,
cookery writer and Steph Moon, executive chef at Rudding Park.

All the food produced was delicious and
beautifully presented but we could only have
2 winners and a highly commended. Henry
Sorrell and Amelia Thompson were the joint
winners. Sienna Sykes was our highly
commended runner up. Well done to all our
youngsters and the staﬀ of Fulford School for
taking part. Henry & Amelia now go to York
College to take part in a further heat at York
College on the 20th January 2020.
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Dec 13, 2019

All around the Campus

There was a record turnout of 25 walkers - members, partners and very friendly sommeliers! - for
the December 12th walk organised by Nigel, who took us about 5 miles round the West and East
campus grounds of the University of York.

Who knew there was such lovely countryside,
and pathways, in this area? It was a bit
boggy, but the rain was intermittent and only
very light, so we ended up back at the
Deremore Arms in good spirits for our hearty
lunch.

A great local walk - thank you Nigel!
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Dec 17, 2019

Being Dementia Friends

On December 13th a group of 20 members and partners attended an education session on
beingDementia Friends, run byFriends of York Rotarymember Leah Bull and Nic Gibbons, both from
Alzheimer's Society Yorkshire.

We learnt a lot about the facts and myths of
dementia, a brain disease often
misunderstood and confused with "ageing"
(there being no direct correlation); and how
to help us and others understand the needs
of people who have dementia. It was a very
helpful, interactive and enjoyable hour many thanks to Leah and Nic for coming over
to help us.
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Dec 28, 2019

It's Christmas!

On December 20th members and several partners celebrated Xmas in the traditional way, at our
last meeting of the year. With a superb turkey meal prepared by the Novotel, and festive musical
accompaniment from Tom Jackson's combo, fun was had by all.
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Then a few carols and band numbers
featuring amazing cornet solos from Alan
Morrison, interpersed with reading both
(really) quite funny and nostalgic from
Darrell, Mike and Frank, we ended our year in
very good spirits.

A Merry Christmas and festive wishes to York
Rotary members who were unable to join us
on this occasion.

-----------------------------------------------President Ian took the opportunity to make a presentation to Julie, Events Manager at Novotel, and
very good friend of us all, of a cheque for gratuities for the Novotel staﬀ who serve us so well. She
looked surprised!
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Jan 1

Sad losses

Over the Christmas and New Year break in our activities, members were saddened to hear of the
death of member David Sweeney. A member of York Rotary since 2011, David was very involved
in the organisation of Fellowship activites, particularly the weekends away in North East, and, until
recently, the Club's golﬁng activities.

We also learnt of the death of former
member Ian Hardie.

They will both be missed. Our sincere
sympathies go out to Carolyn Sweeney and to
Ian's wife Diana
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Jan 2

The Essence of Rotary

York Rotary in the Community 2019

Happy New Year! As we enter a new year - and decade - here is a video ﬁlmed during the
presentations made last November to the many charities that York Rotary has helped in 2019.
There are also several additional "short" videos (below) of individual remarks from those present
explaining how York Rotary's donations will be spent. These will all be shared on social media over
the coming weeks, and serve as a reminder of what Rotary is all about - "making a diﬀerence" in
our local community.

WIlberforce Trust and York Rotary
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Jan 5

Young Adult Carers
On January 3rd our ﬁrst speaker of 2020 was
a return visit by Jess Tomori from York Carers
Centre, who spoke to us a couple of years
ago on Child Cares in York. She now looks
after the needs of Young Adult Carers. Jess
told us there are an estimated 1000+ carers
aged between 16 & 25 looking after, in the
main, parents unable to fend for themselves;
and of these only 150 coming forward to
them for help and advice at a time when they
struggle with growing up, social development
and college or work pressures.
Not surprisingly 45%+ of those known suﬀer
their own mental stress needs. Jess thanked
us for our most recent donation of £1000,
enabling her to take on a part-time helper in
their developing 1 to 1 mentoring sessions,
which give these vulnerable stressed out
young people time to talk conﬁdentially and
hopefully get a sense of perspective and order back into their daily routines. Sometimes, she says,
they just need space to talk as no one else seems to listen.
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Jan 13

Update from Age UK

Mary reports... Bev Ward from Age UK York was our speaker on January 10th. Bev gave a very
passionate talk, straight from her heart, about the wide variety of activities Age UK York oﬀer to its
older citizens. Bev works in a small oﬃce, formally the ﬂower room, at York Hospital and coordinates the ‘Home from Hospital’ scheme. Patients who have no support at home are referred to
Bev’s team at the point of discharge from A & E and/or Wards. The team provides transport home
and ensures the person is warm, has food and is comfortable and safe before leaving. They often
liaise with Carers, family members and Social Services and will never leave the person at home if
they assess he/she to be at further risk. Bev stated that they try to avoid returning the person to
hospital wherever possible, but this does happen.

Members were very impressed with the work
undertaken by Bev’s team. York Rotary has
supported the ‘Home from Hospital’ scheme
through three years of Community Service
Funding, and were partners with York Rotary
raising funds through last year's Ukelele
concert; and all agree it is money well spent.
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Jan 19

Dream Holidays

Steve Barker reports.... On January 17th it was lovely to meet Amy Trippendale-Johnson and her
husband Glen, from Dream Holidays who are granting holidays and wishes for children with cystic
ﬁbrosis. Only 5 people are running these holidays for families; they are not means tested and are
from all over the UK. All the families are referred to by their hospital consultant or CF nurse or their
social worker.

The sheer volume of referrals that Dream
Holidays receives on a weekly basis shows
that there is a need for the work they do.
Cystic ﬁbrosis is a common hereditary
disease which must be very devastating for
these families. Dream Holidays began
operating in 1993 and since has managed to
raise nearly 4 million pounds and have sent
away 2000 families.
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Jan 22

York Finals of Young Chef
Updated: Jun 5

Hazel reports... After circulating information to all York secondary schools, we received entries from
thirty-eight students, representing four schools, wishing to take part in this year’s Rotary Young
Chef Competition. Unfortunately, one school had to withdraw after the ﬁrst heat. Six students
went on to compete in the York ﬁnals, held at York College in late January. Again, the standard was
high, with students demonstrating good skills to produce a two-course, healthy meal inside ninety
minutes, with a budget of £15.

All the students were to be commended but
the winner was thirteen year old Frances
Cockburn of Millthorpe School, with Henry
Sorrell, representing Fulford School the
runner-up. With our best wishes, Frances
now goes forward to the District ﬁnals, to be
held at Betty’s Cookery School, Harrogate.
Watch this space!
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Jan 25

How Many Bridges

On January 23rd sixteen Rotarians and partners enjoyed our monthly walk - this time with a
diﬀerence. The challenge from Steve Burton was to follow him around the streets of York and
count how many bridges we either walked under or walked over.

There was some dispute about the rules of this as they applied to footbridges, archways and so on,
but the consensus in the end was that we had traversed 21 bridges, on a 6-mile walk that went as
far aﬁeld as Clifton, Water End, Bootham, York Hospital, Foss Island, various Ouse river bridges, and
the Blue Bridge, before returning to the Star Inn the City where we all enjoyed a delicious lunch
whilst debating what exactly constituted a bridge.
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But we are all much wiser now, and it was interesting to see sights on foot that we normally either
ﬂash past in a car, or ignore altogether. Thanks to Steve for a very interesting diversion from our
normal country walks. And to Dave T for his interesting and fabulous panoramic shots en route
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The Immortal Memory

Frank reports... 47 members and friends met at Pikehill Golf Club on February 1st for the club’s
biennial celebration of the birth of Robert Burns. Pipe Major Jim Sharpe piped the company in to
feast on a traditional Burns supper of cock a leekie soup, haggis chappit neeps and tatties,
venison pie and cranachan.
The address to the haggis was delivered in
the Scots dialect by Frank Paterson but
translated verse by verse into tongue in
cheek ,impeccable English, by David Jesper.
Alison Paton , President elect of the St
Andrew Society of York, proposed the toast
to the Immortal Memory of Robert Burns
after her delivery in theatrical style of Burn’s
epic poem, Tam O’Shanter. A tale of Tam’s
overindulgence, leading to his encounter and escape from a chase by witches but with the loss
of his good horse Megs tail.
Stephen Wilkinson gave an appropriate and
amusing toast to the Lasses and Christine
responded with a toast to the Laddies making the most of having the last word.
Mike Hay, accompanied on the key board by
Ros, delighted us with three contrasting
Burns songs followed by some spirited
singing by the company of a dozen well
known Scottish songs ﬁnishing ,of course ,
with Burns universally known song Auld
Lang Syne. Thanks to David Impey for
organising the evening and his undertaking
to match it with a St Georges dinner next
year.
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Update on Brunswick Nursery
Updated: Jun 5

David Impey reports... On February 7th our Speaker was Lauren Webb, Director of Brunswick
Organic Nursery. She was ably assisted by two of the staﬀ, David and Jack. Lauren gave a brief
outline of the history of the Nursery. It opened 28 years ago on and overgrown site on the outskirts
of Bishopthorpe. It was run by 5 volunteers and was initially a small garden centre where
youngsters with learning diﬃculties could work in a safe and rewarding environment. It has grown
from that small beginning to an organisation that now has 40 paid staﬀ and over 100 volunteers
and provides opportunities for over 70 workers with learning diﬃculties.

Photo at Brunswick Nursery taken in December 2017
It has expanded its gardening side to a large organic nursery producing a wide range of vegetables
and plants; and undertakes contract gardening work on sites around York. Brunswick has ben
linked with York Rotary for quite some time. In 2005 it was one of our Dragon Boat Charities. This
year Eileen and Jan were successful in making a bid for Rotary District 1040 funding for Brunswick.
The money will be used to produce better signage to advertise their expanding programme of
work.
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Feb 16

Polio Eradication in Action

Mike F reports.... Rotary has been playing a leading role in the ﬁght to eradicate the scourge of polio
for over thirty years, thereby hoping to make it the second human disease - (after smallpox) - to be
eliminated from the world - and with great success. India with its vast population and proximity to
both Pakistan and Afghanistan poses a particular logistical challenge every year in ensuring all
children receive their two drops of vaccine. Rotarian Paul Harvey and his wife Pat have made the
eradication of polio a focus for their service.
They have both been to India on many
occasions to take part in the annual
Vaccination Day - (usually being sent to one
of the more diﬃcult and less salubrious
areas!) On February 14th Paul and Pat
illustrated their work with fascinating and
informative images they shared of their most
recent work in India.What they showed and
talked about gave a very clear image of the
eﬀort that this undertaking requires. In
recognition of their eﬀorts Paul and Pat have
both been made Paul Harris Fellows and Paul
acknowledged with a RI/WHO Service Award
for Polio Free World.
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Feb 20

Mud Mud Glorious Mud

Mike Hay reports...Despite dire warnings of torrential rain, on February 20th sixteen intrepid
rotarians assembled in the car park of the Drovers Arms in Skipwith to explore the delights of
Skipwith Common with a walk of just over 5 miles led by Mike and Ros. However, with the exception
of a 10 minute deluge, the rain varied between light and moderate, and we had all taken the
precaution of good wet-weather gear, so “our blood was not cooled”. The company was excellent
and the two and a half hours seemed to pass in a very pleasant, if rather damp, ﬂash! The
common was the base during the Second World War of RAF Riccall airﬁeld (mainly used for
bomber training), and a fair amount of military archeology was evident, including former bomb
storage areas, runways and an old propellor. We had time to visit Skipwith Parish Church (St
Helen’s), admire the pre-Norman tower. An excellent meal (Graham clearly enjoyed the mussels!) at
the pub ended a damp but most enjoyable morning.
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Feb 21

Pigs may Fly? YES

It was Quiz Night at the Stockton-on-Forest VIllage Hall on February 20th, as over 110 Rotarians,
partners and friends gathered to enjoy a quiz and supper evening in aid of Ebenezer School in
Zambia, where we are supporting their eﬀorts to build a piggery at the Children's Farm. As superb
evening, judged by the enthusiasm and laughter, as the 19 teams battled it out with ﬁeldish
questions coming at us from quiz master Frank. Diana and her extensive team of helpers ran the
kitchen, a well-stocked bar, and served the food - a wonderful pork casserole, of course - in
between rounds of quizzing. It was a tight contest, as teams watched Mary's "magic computer
display" to see how they were faring during the 6 rounds played. In the end the team led by
webmaster Brian took the prize (how, I will never know!) and President Ian's team took top honours
for the lowest score! Huge thanks are due to Mary and Sheila who put the whole evening together,
supported by others on the fundraising team other helpers on the night - especially Frank. It was a
lot of work, but in the end everyone left with a smile and memories of a really fun evening. Great to
see lots of non-Rotarians joiing us, including 14 Friends of York Rotary. Deﬁnitely the way to raise
funds while having fun, in true Rotary style! The evening raised a total of £2100 for the Ebenezer
piggery.
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Feb 29

From California to York – via the world!

Keith reports... Our own Rotarian Rebecca
Mendoza could well have entitled her
February 28th talk ‘From Youth Exchange to
RYLA’, and she gave the club a fascinating
resume of her life and activities – so far!
Rebecca described how she was brought up
in a large family in Salinas near Monterey in
California and how, at High School, she met a
Brazilian student on a Rotary Youth Exchange
and this inspired her to seek the same
opportunity. This she did and succeeded in a
year’s sojourn in Brazil as a Youth Exchange
student. This in turn necessitated the
learning of Portuguese (in three months!) and
she then found that she had a real facility
with languages. University in Los Angeles was
then followed by a stay in Peru: she then
went to Taiwan (where else!) for a year during
which time she applied for, and got, an
Ambassadorial Scholarship to York
University. Rebecca remained involved in the
rotary movement throughout. Time only
allowed a little time for Rebecca to talk about
the great work she has done with RYLA as a
mentor for the students but she was keen to
emphasise how much one gets oneself from
being a mentor and working with the young
people on their RYLA weeks. At the end
Rebecca mentioned that she may not have
stopped her travelling but she has applied for UK citizenship. (We would like more like her!)
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Mar 8

President's Dinner

This year's formal President's Dinner was held at the Novotel on March 6th. We were delighted to
welcome the Civic Party - York's Lord Mayor Cllr Janet Looker and Consort Patricia Castle; and the
Sheriﬀ of York Jo Trythall with her husband Bill. Other guests included the President of Inner Wheel,
Joan Phillips, Asst Governor Darrell Hind, and representatives from our sister York clubs - President
Steve Cluderay (York Ainsty) and President-Elect Mick Fox (Vikings). After a fabulous dinner
featuring Cod FIllet and Panna Cotta, and short speeches from President Ian and the Lord Mayor
(who praised the work and contributions of Rotary to the City, and the wider world) we were
treated to an entertaining and forthright talk from our Guest Speaker Elly Fiorentini - well known
to us of course, aside from her role with BBC York, as she is an Honorary Member of York Rotary,
Patron of our "Friends of York Rotary" group, and long-time commentator and contributor to our
major fundraiser, the annual Dragon Boat Challenge.

Elly outlined her perceptions of Rotary, using
the six letters of "r o t a r y" to illustrate
characteristics including Readiness for action,
Organisation, Talent development in young
people, Adaptability, Remembering the
contributions of past members, and Youth
initiatives. She stressed the importance of
inclusive membership, particularly utilising
the talents of women amongst our
membership, and expressed her thanks for
the long association she has had with the
Club - a feeling that was very clearly
reciprocated by the warm applause from the
members and partners present. It was a
relaxed and most enjoyable evening, and
thanks go to the Fellowship Team who made it all possible.
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Mar 12

Technology Tournament 2020

Eileen reports... On March 10th 27 teams from 8 local schools met at Portakabin to compete in the
annual Technology Tournament. A tri-club event, it was organised by a team of Rotarians, from the
3 York groups, led by Martin Simpson of York Ainsty and Trevor Woodward. The students’ task was
to make a machine propelled by a weight that would run along an upward-sloping track. Each team
of four had to produce the machine from materials supplied, to name and decorate it and to write
a portfolio to explain their thinking. The Judges included York Rotary’s Chris Birch, Dave Marchant
and Philip Wiltshire.

Special Guests were Chris Ledgard, Deputy Lord Lieutenant of North Yorkshire, the Rt. Hon The
Lord Mayor of York, Cllr Janet Looker, accompanied by the Sheriﬀ of York Mrs Jo Trythall, District
1040 Governor Manoj Joshi, his wife Bhavna and the 3 York Rotary Presidents. All showed great
interest and were impressed with the young peoples’ inventiveness and skill. During the break for
ﬁnal judging, presentations were made by Rotarian Rebecca Mendoza who explained about RYLA,
by representatives from Portakabin about the company and its apprenticeships and by Trevor
Woodward who introduced Interact. Competitors were issued with a certiﬁcate, produced by ADG
Darrell Hind. Portakabin once again made us very welcome.
We are very grateful to Patrick Shepherd for the link and support. Last, but by no means least, we
thank all the Rotarians who planned, prepared and executed the many tasks on the day.
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Apr 26

Taking to Zoom
From March 16th the weekly meetings of York Rotary were cancelled for the forseeable future, as a
result of the Coronavirus pandemic.
However, meetings are to continue each week via videoconference, and some team/committee
meetings and Council meetings will also take place through this medium.

Members are also keeping in touch through a new on-line Blog, through existing Buddy groups and
of course via phone and email. The spirit of Rotary continues on, and we hope to assist the local
community wherever the opportunity arises, subject the limitations of members' self-isolation.
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May 2

Donating our lunch!
Since March 20th, during members' self-isolation, we have been undable to meet for our usual
Friday lunches at the Novotel. Many members have been contributing their lunch monies to a
programme set up to help York Foodbank, who are in deperate need of funds and support at the
present time.
At the end of April, the amount raised and donated to the Foodbank has been over £3000. The
scheme is continuing..
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Visitors from USA and Germany!
At our May 1st online Zoom meeting, we were delighted to welcome Micah Covert, Past President
of the Athens Sunrise Rotary Club, in Ohio, USA, to our meeting.

Also two old friends from Erlangen Rotary in Germany, who had visited us in May 2018 for our
International Fellowship weekend. Wilfried Schneidinger and Heinz Gerhäuser were warmly
greeted by all.

Wilfried explained the current
"lockdown" situation in Germany,
very similar to our own. He also
conﬁrmed that the International
Reunion in Erlangen, planned
originally for this month, has deﬁnitely been put back on the agenda for next year (from May 13th
to 16th, 2021) and many of us attending welcomed this news.
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How to win the Lottery!

Our speaker at the May 1st online Zoom meeting was our own David Fotheringham, who drew on
his experience of work in connection with lottery projects over the last 25 years. He explained the
process and illustrated by reference to the North York Moors Railway Yorkshire’s Magniﬁcent
Journey project (YMJ). The project is a £9m overall scheme involving a new carriage stable, renewal
of three bridges, restoring and converting three carriages for Fuss free access, Creation of an
education carriage and trail at Goathland, an apprenticeship scheme and other activities. The
process of making the application to the National Lottery Heritage Fund took in excess of four
years. YMJ received a stage 2 award at the beginning of 2019 and so the ﬁrst project, renewal of
bridge 27 has been completed. The site work was carried out during the period 6th January to 23rd
March with a view to the railway being able to re-open on 6th April 2020.

To erect the bridge two specialist Kirow rail
cranes were used. The steel and pre-cast
concrete and the rail cranes were delivered to
Goathland 3rd January. The bridge structure
was cut whilst supported by one of the
cranes, it was then lifted onto rail wagons to
be taken to Pickering for transfer to road
transport to scarp the steel. After lifting the
steel structure into place permanent
formwork was placed on the bridge followed
by reinforcement and then the bridge deck was completed.
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May 5

Congratulations to you!
On May 2nd Nigel and Diana Naish, currently our only "married-couple" members, celebrated their
Golden Wedding Anniversary. We all send them huge congratulations and good wishes.

It was a more subdued celebration that would have been possible in normal times, but they
nevertheless enjoyed it.

Nigel writes... "We attach some photos,
showing that we were able to celebrate the day,
not quite as we intended, but nevertheless with
good cheer. We wish to thank everyone for their
very kind wishes, cards and gifts, helping to
make it a memorable day."
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May 10

Two Ridings Update

At our May 8th weekly Zoom meeting - attended by over 50 members - we were delighted to
welcome Jan Garrill, CEO of Two Ridings Community Foundation, as our speaker. She is also a
member of "Friends of York Rotary" and very well known to many members.

Jan updated us on their newly-set up Coronavirus Grants
scheme, which is providing support to struggling local charities in
North & East Yorkshire. They have raised £1.75m so far and
have, in just a few weeks, already distributed grants worth
£300,000 to 137 groups, including many charities we also
support.

Quite a remarkable achievement considering
the TRCF staﬀ and their many volunteers are
all working from home. Jan's presentation is
available to view - click the link below

Jan Garrill presentation May 8
PDF

We are very grateful to her for taking the
time to update us on this vital work.
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Challenges facing Marie Curie
Updated: May 17

At our May 15th zoom meeting we were delighted to welcome Emma Williams the Community
Fundraiser for Marie Curie, covering York and NE Yorkshire. Emma told us about the impact that
Covid19 is having on people living with a terminal illness particularly those who are isolating and
live alone, and how Marie Curie is supporting them in the Community as well as supporting all the
patients in Marie Curie hospices all over the country.

She explained that their Fundraising had
been badly aﬀected by the virus and that
their key fundraising event – The Great
Daﬀodil Appeal – was stopped in its tracks in
March of this year. 25,000 people in York and
N E Yorks had needed support at the end of
their life and that it costs £13,888 per hour to
fund the Marie Curie service across the UK.
The lack of PPE on their work in the community as been a challenge, in particular, in that if they
were unable to source PPE for their community nurses and the carers of patients, then they were
unable to visit their patients with devastating eﬀect.

Hospices had also been aﬀected but the
situation with PPE had now improved. A
Petition to support a Day of Reﬂection for
Covid is being introduced and anyone can
support this.
If you feel you can help Marie Curie in this
emergency then please see the following
information:
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A twin from Monza?
Updated: Jun 6

One of our guests at our May 15th meeting was Paul Anderson. Originally from York, Paul
(pictured) now lives in northern Italy and is a member of Rotary Monza Est.
As well as giving us an update on the state of COVID-19 in Italy (improving...) he
also expressed his enthusiasm for exploring the possibility of having
"Twinning" exchange visits (along the lines of those with Erlangen, Germany),
between our two clubs.
Formula One fans will be delighted with this news.... stay tuned...
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May 23

Paul Harris Fellowship Awards

During our May 22nd zoom meeting President Ian announced that
York Rotary had awarded a PHF award to our secretary Mike Hay,
for his outstanding service - since 1993 - to the York Club and his
previous Club (Edinburgh Breakfast). Mike has been secretary of
York Rotary since 2014. Read the citation here...

PHF Citation for Mike Hay
PDF

Ian also announced that a PHF Award has been made by Rotary
Foundation to Kevin Grogan, our President Elect, to recognise the
eﬀorts made by Kevin in raising funds for Polio Plus through his
running "55 Marathons at age 55" last year. Read the citation
here....

kevin G PHF citation
PDF

Many congratulations to both!
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Ein willkommen aus Deutschland

A welcome from Germany! A “special”
meeting between members of York Rotary
and Erlangen Rotary in Germany took place
on May 24th, by Zoom. This was the day that
was originally planned for a visit by our
Rotarians to Erlangen for the international
friendship weekend, but due to Coronavirus
this has had to be postponed until 2021. Not
to be thwarted, however, our German friends
organised this on-line meeting to show us
some of the delights that we would have
seen (and will see next year)

Zoom meeting in progress

A total of over 40 members of both Clubs,
and partners, spent a very friendly and
informal hour+ hearing explanations –
illustrated by video clips – of Coburg,
birthplace of Prince Albert and as a result the
ﬁrst users in Germany of the British “water
closet” (who knew?). After this, a boat tour of

The Befreiungshalle (Liberation Hall)

the Danube including stops at The
Befreiungshalle (Liberation Hall) above
Kelheim; and the monastery at Weltenberg
(also famous for its beer!). We were promised
32cm sausages for breakfast, Bavarian food
for lunch, plus their famous gingerbread.
Everyone’s appetite was whetted, in
numerous ways, and we thank Wilfried and
our hosts in Erlangen for this wonderful
meeting and friendship.
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May 29

Continued Support for Shelterbox
Updated: Jun 10

On May 29th, President Ian recevied this letter from Shelterbox, thanking York Rotary for our two
recent donations totalling £1200. Shelterbox continue their work, under increasingly challenging
conditions due to the pandemic. Coronavirus creates a whole new level of risk for vulnerable
families who have lost their homes. The potential impact of the pandemic in places where they are
already working – like crowded camps and makeshift settlements in Syria, Ethiopia and Burkina
Faso – is terrifying. And natural disasters do not stop just because people are dealing with the
pandemic. Recent people are ﬂeeing from the impact of Super Cyclone Amphan in India and
Bangladesh. A representative from Shelterbox International will be speaking to the club on June
12th, where we will hear more of their work.
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May 30

Sharks at 38 Metres

We're always learning about the skills and talents of our members! On May 29th, our Zoom
meeting heard a talk from Paul Harvey about his experiences in deep sea diving. Paul is qualiﬁed
as an Advanced Diver and also as a Rescue Diver.

His presentation showed the typical
preparation, equipment and safety planning
that goes into making a deep dive,
increasingly safer due to the modern dive
computer, worn on the wrist, that indicates
position, depth and oxygen reserves.

Amongst Paul's pictures of beautiful ﬁsh some with amazing lifestyle stories he related
- and sunken wrecks, the climax of his talk
was, of course, the photos of sharks. Mostly
friendly (you have to know which species
these are!) they are an awesome sight at 38
metres depth - about the maximum that Paul
is certiﬁed to dive to.

It was a very professional presentation with
fascinating photographs and details, and
certainly took our minds oﬀ home
conﬁnement, at least for 20 minutes.
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Jun 4

Thanks from Ebenezer

We recently received this Newsletter from the Ebenzer Child Care Trust in Zambia. York Rotary has
had a connection with Ebenezer for may years, fundraising for them, including through our popular
quizzes, and providing hands-on support as well. Our International Team recently sent a donation
of £100 for food which was included in the donation from Anne and Keith Olford. You can
download the newsletter here...

Ebenezer Newsletter -Vol 6
PDF
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Jun 8

Understanding York Foodbank

We were joined on June 5th by Adam Raﬀell,
who is the co-ordinator of the York
Foodbank, who are making a huge
contribution to our community at the current
time. Nationally, 1.5 million people were
assisted by foodbanks last year, and in York
over 5000 individual recipients’ “Vouchers”,
authorised by social services, churches,
Citizens Adice and other support groups in the City, were fulﬁlled by the York Foodbank (40% of
them for children). Over 47 tonnes of food were handed out.
Foodbank vouchers enable the claimant to receive at least three days of emergency food supplies.
For many, this is enough to tide them over through a crisis, though some need considerably more
support.

The current pandemic has of course resulted in a large increase in the demand for their services,
and they are coping with the aid of around 70 volunteers and massive support from many local
supermarkets who are donating food. Further cash donations, including from our own Club, are
used to supplement particular food supplies, to support their running costs, and to provide
additional services for their clients.

Adam explained that the foodbank try to
understand and help with the underlying
causes of the demand for emergency food,
and provide signposting to other support
agencies in the City. Ironically, their aim is to
help their clients NOT to need a foodbank.
Their future needs are uncertain, as the
progress of the pandemic, and policies such
as schools provision of children’s meals
during the summer, may change the level of
demand, and of support that the Foodbank
needs.
We have been supporting the Foodbank through members’ donations (“in lieu of lunch”) with over
£7000 raised. We are grateful to Adam for helping us understand the work of the Foodbank and its
challenges.
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Jun 13

Shelterbox and the impact of Covid-19

At our zoom meeting on June 12th we welcomed Steve Crabtree, a Shelterbox volunteer (Response
Team Leader) who has deployed to many countries over the past 6 years to help Shelterbox
provide humanitarian aid in disaster zones.

Steve started his talk by reminding us that
Covid-19 was a deadly threat ; the biggest
threat to Humanity the World has
experienced, and especially to those people
at risk, like refugees and displaced people. It
was to help people at risk that the ShelterBox
Charity was created, initially as a Helston
Rotary Millenium Project. In 2014 Shelterbox
became a national charity in its own right;
however it still maintains its links with Rotary as one of its fund raisers and with Rotary volunteers
working on the ground in disaster areas.
Shelterbox was ﬁrst known by the charity world for its Green Boxes. The box contained a tent and
all the essential equipment to set up a home; a box that could be ﬂown out at short notice to a
disaster area anywhere in the world.
Steve explained that Shelterbox has now had to move on from just supplying ‘Green Boxes’, to
become a charity that supplies ‘Bespoke Kits’, reacting to the particular needs required in a
disaster area. Shelterbox teams also oﬀer leadership and training to volunteers on the ground in
disaster areas. At present with Covid-19 restrictions in place, rapid response teams can only work
from the UK.

Steve explained that SB was now working more within a series of ’Shelter Clusters’; clusters that
oﬀered security, food and shelter, together with a ‘Settlement Programme’ to help contain the
spread of Covid-19. In countries such as Syria, Shelterbox works with the UN and alongside other
charitable organisations like The Red Crescent. Here, Shelterbox has had to develop a degree of
trust in other organisations to help distribute its Shelterbox Kits.
Steve concluded his talk by expressing the need for continued fund raising, staying connected, and
thanking Rotary for it 20 years of partnership.
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Jun 19

Laptops for York High School
Updated: Jun 22

Eileen reports.. The unusual circumstances
generated by the Covid-19 pandemic have
brought increasing reliance on Information
Technology to connect people and bring
about action. This example of connections
between a Friend of York Rotary, the Youth
Services Team and a local High School has
the potential to both help disadvantaged
students and to develop better relationships
between York Rotary, its Friends and local
people. Sarah Raﬀerty, leader of the
University of York Volunteer Service, and a
Friend of York Rotary, asked if we could ﬁnd a way to help York High School supply Chromebooks for
more disadvantaged students working from home without laptops. The students do not qualify for
the Government scheme as they are not in Year 10.
The Youth Services Team went into action;
discussed and agreed to use its remaining
2019-20 budget to enable a donation of
£1,000 to provide 5 devices. Treasurer Nigel
electronically transferred the donation to
York High School Business Manager.
Everything was ﬁnalised within 7 days of Sarah’s original request.
Communications mostly via e-mail, discussions mostly on Zoom and a rapid response to providing
the donation all allowed us to donate 5 devices for young people at home with no previous access
to learning online. Rotary in action!!
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Launching the Dragon Boats
.... but not as we know it!

On June 19th we announced the 2020 Virtual Dragon Challenge, a very diﬀerent sort of event than
our normal July one on the river, but designed to capture the same fun and excitement but tailored
for today's restricted conditions. David Fotheringham explained the project to members at our
Zoom meeting, including the idea of multiple people, or teams, doing some virtual "paddling" - in
however silly a way they like - each contributing 250 metres of "pull" to a "dragon boat" that we
hope will make its way down the virtual "Ouse", all 84Km of it, raising, we hope, thousands of
pounds.

We're hoping fundraising eﬀorts by
participants will raise £50 or more per
person, and other donations of any amount
are obviously also welcomed.
All the proceeds are to go to support local
York NHS staﬀ at York Hospital, in the form of
an outdoor wellbeing area for staﬀ, being
created within the hospital itself.

We are partnering with York Teaching
Hospital Charity who will be the beneﬁciary
of the event.
Friends of York Rotary member Maya
Liversidge, their community fundraiser, was
part of the York Rotary team led by David,
along with other Friends of York Rotary who
have helped ensure our event was tailored
for the younger generation who are used to
on-line fundraising and use of social media,
which is the primary means of publicising
and recording the event over the coming
month.

Maya followed David's presentation with an explanation of how the Hospital Charity operated and
now most of their funds were designated for speciﬁc projects; our contribution would be an
essential part of making the wellbeing area happen for staﬀ.
Members were encouraged to join the fun and take part in the event (several subsequently have) or
donate to the fundraiser in lieu of the help they would normally have been giving to our "Normal"
Dragon Boat day in July.
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